
A recipe for love – Sri Lankan Love Cake

This recipe is an adaptation | appreciation |
adjustment | amalgamation of a number of          
Sri Lankan Love Cake recipes.

Love cake is a traditional semolina cake, made
and served in  Sri  Lanka on special  occasions
and  celebrations.  This  recipe  is  far  from
authentic, but it is written as an appreciation of the spirit of love in all its
various forms that are baked into this cake. What results is a fluffy yet dense
treat - with a smoothness and depth from the honey, and texture from the
chopped cashews - which is packed with intoxicating flavours and aromas
that come from the added spices and rose water.

Said  to  have  been  brought  by  the  Portuguese influence,  but  now firmly
rooted in Sri Lankan tradition, this is a cake which speaks of the coming
together  and  blending  of  people/cultures.  The  basis  of  the  name  is
debatable: According to author & cook Jayani C. Senanayake, some say
that the cake was originally baked to win the hearts of suitors, whilst others
that the name reflects the ‘labour of love’ that making this cake originally
involved. 

My recipe is hopefully an accessible version of the originals - involving less
time  and  labour  intense  processes,  ingredients  that  are  more  readily
available in the UK and allows the cake to be made easily with even only
basic equipment & utensils.

Originally made with pumpkin preserve, which is not widely available in the
UK, this version uses candied mixed peel instead. A little online research
throws up lots of variations on this recipe, but present in them all are the
cashew nuts, fragrant spices and rose water - this recipe is no exception. It
is  these ingredients that  when brought  together  create something that  is
sweet, heady, intense and aromatic. 

Give yourself some love - become absorbed in the method of preparing and
mixing the ingredients. Inhale the wonderful aromas whilst it bakes. Savour
the sense of achievement that comes from creation through the alchemy of
baking. And then spread the love to, and connect with, others through the
offering and sharing of food – an age old human tradition.   



Sri Lankan Love cake purplestateofmind

Servings: 6-8 | time: 30mins prep + 1hr baking

Ingredients

75g softened unsalted butter

175g caster sugar

½ tsp each ground cardamom, nutmeg
& cinnamon plus ¼ tsp ground ginger

3 eggs 100g chopped unsalted cashew nuts*

2 tbs honey 125g semolina

1 tbs rose water 50g mixed peel

zest of 1 lime Icing sugar for dusting

Method

Preheat oven to 150°C/gas mark 2, line a 16cm square tin with baking paper

Dice the butter and allow to soften to room temperature. Once soft, cream
together the butter and caster sugar in a bowl using a wooden spoon until
pale and fluffy.

Add in the eggs one at a time and beat well until each is combined before
adding the next.

Add the honey, rose water, lime zest & spices and carefully fold through with
a spatula.

Add the chopped cashews, semolina and mixed peel and carefully fold in
until just combined. DO NOT over-mix at this point.

Fill the prepared tin with the mixture, cover with foil and bake for an hour
(removing the foil after the first 30 mins) or until a golden colour on top, and
the edges are beginning to lift away from the sides of the tin. 

The cake should be moist in the middle, but not wobbly. You are aiming for a
firm, chewy outside with a soft, moist centre.

Allow the cake to cool for 30mins before taking out of the tin. Dust the top
with icing sugar and divide into individual pieces. 

Traditionally, slices would be wrapped in gold paper to be served to guests,
or given to take away.

* If you would like to omit the cashew nuts, 
replace with 100g of extra semolina.


